Transit System Alpha 1 - Debris Field Time Line Summary

Team 1 is Jack and Anton.
Team 2 is Gunter and Karl.
Team 3 is Vladomir and Lisa.
Team 4 is Auren and Stuart.


0.00	Team 1 leaves cargo bay.

1.00 	Team 2 - leaves cargo bay.

2.00	Team 3 - leaves cargo bay.

12.00	Team 2 reaches vicinity of objective A.

18.00	Team 1 reaches vicinity of objective B.

25.00	Team 2 finds objective A and moves towards it.

26.00	Team 3 reaches vicinity of objective C.

31.00	Team 1 finds objective B and moves towards it.

37.00	Team 2 examines objective A.

41.00	Team 1 examines objective B.

42.00	Team 3 finds objective C and moves towards it.

52.00	Team 3 examines objective C.

54.00	Team 1 finishes cutting beacon / black box assembly from hull plate.

61.00	Team 3 emplaces beacon on objective C and returns to scooter.

62.00	Team 1 returns to scooter and Anton is hit by debris.

62.30	Anton's muffled scream over the commo channel.

	> Jack:
	> Seconds count, Anton will flail about with the pain and further disorientate himself.

	GM:
 	Anton went did not flail, but went limp from being dazed and knocked down.

62.32	Sali reacts to the muffled scream.

 	> Sali
 	> *All Teams, can I have a check in? Again all teams please check in.*

62.34	Teams 2 and 3 Responds

 	> Gunter:
 	> <insert Team 2 status as requested by Sali above>
 	> *How are you feeling Karl?*

 	> Karl:
 	> *[French] I'm okay. It wasn't me. *

 	> Vladomir:
 	> Vladomir turns to look at Lisa to get a thumbs up
 	> [English] "Lisa, you alright?"

 	> Lisa:
 	> *[English] I'm fine Vladomir. *

62.35	Jack reacts to Anton's Impact

 	> Jack:
 	> Jack ensures that he is still tethered to the Black Box via the magnetic grapple, he carefully but
	quickly turns around and grasps Anton by the life support system and quickly eyeball-checks that it 
 	is okay. He does this so Anton will not be able to inadvertently strike him and send him spinning.

 	GM:
 	Anton's life support system (including biomonitor readouts) appears to be okay. Some of his 
	readouts spiked and remain at elevated levels. Jack's first aid skill and combat experience tells him 
	that the situation is not immediately life threatening

 	> Sali:
 	> [French] *Team one, this is base. I read a problem with Anton. Please
 	> confirm your status and report. Again confirm your status and report.*

62.40	Jack examines Anton's suit at the point of impact
 	> Jack:
 	> This accomplished, he turns Anton until he can see the wound, he then tell's Sali what's 
	happening and tells Anton to calm down.

 	GM:
 	The suit appears intact and no wound can be seen.

62.50	Sali sends help

 	> Sali:
 	> [French] *Team 2, if you are ready, please proceed towards Objective B for possible rendez-vous 
	with Team 1. Please confirm and proceed.*

 	> Gunter:
 	> *Message received and understood. We are proceeding to Objective B. Do you wish us to 
 	proceed at best safe speed or maximum possible speed?*

 	GM:
 	Team 2 is still in the debris field. It will take them another 4 minutes to reach their scooter.

63.00 	Jack resumes course back to the scooter

 	> Jack:
 	> ...if Anton has been struck but his suit is not breached Jack will proceed directly to the ship. He 
	will still slap-patch the suit in case it suddenly 'lets go' as it is under pressure.

 	GM:
 	Jack applies a "tear 'n' swear" patch to the impact area.

 	Joakim:
 	> If Anton is not severely hurt he will start muttering in German so that the other know that he is 
	alive. Then he will start to focus on where Jack is and will try to float to him. He will however be 
	moving very very carefully and his wariness of debris will be at its maximum.

 	GM:
 	Jack is right by Anton, so no movement is necessary

 	> Anton:
 	> [French]* "All stations. Anton Schneider hit by a moving debris. Status report: no injuries. 
	Equipment intact. Proceed moving {with} [toward] Jack {toward} [and] the scooter."

 	GM:
 	{} indicates words added by GM. [] indicates words in Anton's original post. Substitute the {} words 
	for the [] words.

63.05	Sali checks on Team 1 situation

 	> Sali:
 	> [French] *Acknowledged Team 1. Team 1 do you need assistance returning the box? If not, 
	please return immediately. Otherwise Team 2 will meet you and assist.*

63.30	Hendrix urges EVA Teams to hurry up.

	Sali assigns new objectives to EVA Teams. 


	Sali assigns revised new objectives based on new sensor data from Crystal Marble's new position.


	Sali:
	[French] All Teams please stand by for revised objectives per new data.  Team 1, please return to ship.  Your distance given new position is 1300 meters.  Team 2 please proceed to Objective D. Your distance is approximately 800 meters.  Team 3 please proceed to objective F.  Your distance to objective F is roughly 900 meters. Please confirm orders and proceed with good speed.

	Team 3 sets course for Objective F.


67.00	Team 2 emplaces beacon on objective B and returns to scooter.

68.00 	Team 1 exits debris field and reaches scooter.

70.00 	Team 1 finishes securing assembly to scooter and starts return to Crystal Marble. Jack pilots the scooter and Anton acts as spotter.

	Team 3 reaches vicinity of Objective F. Team 3 leaves scooter and enters debris field to begin search.


88.00	Team 2 reaches vicinity of Objective D. 

88.10	Team 2 leaves scooter and enters debris field to search for objective.

91.30 	Team 1 reaches Crystal Marble. 

94.00	Team 1 has secured scooter in cargo hold of Crystal Marble.

94.30	Sali asks Team 1 to give a brief report on black box assembly integrity.

112.00	Team 3 finds intact escape body with alive occupant and requests instructions.

	Sali asks for instructions from Hendrix regarding the escape pod.


112.10	Hendrix gives Sali instruction to relay to Team 3.

112.30	Sali relays Hendrix's instructions to Team 3 regarding pod retrieval.

113.00	Team 3 receives instructions from Sali, confirms and prepares to bring in escape pod.
	Team 1 receives instructions to rendezvous with Team 3.

115.00	Team 3 completes securing lines to escape pod

118.00 	Team 2 finds cloud density anomaly at objective D.
	Team 1 switches to fresh air tanks and swaps scooters with team 4. Completed, Team 1 leaves cargo bay of Crystal Marble to rendevous with Team 3; Anton is piloting.

118.30	Team 2 activates beacon at objective D.

	Sali checks signal from beacon at objective D.


119.00	Sali instructs Team 2 to return to scooter.

124.00	Team 2 reaches scooter in vicinity of objective D and waits for new assignment.

125.00	Team 3 returns to scooter.

127.00	Team 3 completes securing lines to scooter and begins to pull escape pod out of debris field.

138.00 	Teams 3 and 1 are within one hundred meters of each other.
	Team 3 loses control of scooter due to momentum change while attempting to stop.

139.00	Team 2 reaches vicinity of objective F and begins the 'on foot' search for it.

140.00	Teams 1 and 3 are at all stop, approximately 1400 meters from the Crystal Marble.

141.00	Sali instructs Teams 1 and 3 to switch scooters. Team 1 is to bring in the pod.

143.00	Teams 1 and 3 complete switch.

144.00	Team 3 departs for objective H.

157.00	Karl suffers a suit breach, patches it, and the team continues the 'on foot' search.

171.00	Team 3 reaches vicinity of objective H and starts 'on foot' search.

177.00	Team 2 spots objective G and heads towards it.
	Team 3 finds objective H and begins approach.

189.00	Team 2 reaches objective G. It is a damaged escape pod with no occupants.

192.00	Team 3 arrives at objective H.













